
We prefer to pair all of our spirits with 
Fever-Tree Premium Mixers. With their 
carefully selected naturally sourced 
botanicals and perfect carbonation, 
Fever-Tree mixers have been crafted to 
enhance the taste of the finest spirits.

gin
menu



PERFECTLY PAIRED WITH FEVER-TREE
INDIAN TONIC WATER OR REFRESHINGLY LIGHT TONIC.

classic, london
dry style gins

COPPERHEAD GIN
Plenty of citrus on the nose with citrus and a 
warming touch of spicy cardamon on the palate. 

Juniper lingers on the finish.
Garnished with an orange peel.

McQUEEN CHOCOLATE MINT GIN
An interesting gin packed with deep chocolate

notes and a light minty flavour.
Garnished with a sprig of mint.

PERSIAN BLUE MARSHMALLOW GIN
Whilst being comprised of traditional botanicals, 
including juniper, it's the marshmallow root that 

brings out a wonderful fruity sweetness.
Garnished with a twist of lemon.

PHIPPS RASPBERRY GIN
Hand crafted small batch gin infused with 

raspberries, and distilled in a Victorian brewery.
Garnished with a lime wedge.

SKULLY GIN SMOOTH WASABI
A distinct aroma and taste, boasting wasabi

root, ginger and mint.
Garnished with pink grapefruit.

TINY REBEL DUTTY GIN
Made using hops, which provide masses of

zesty lemon flavour, a hint of bitterness, and an 
incredible light green hue.

Garnished with a slice of lime.

A cinchona legeriana (Fever-Tree) plantation was 
discovered by Fever-Tree founders Tim and Charles, 

offering one of the purest quinine sources in the world. 
This quinine is blended with 8 key botanicals including 

coriander and Mexican bitter orange, offering the 
perfect balance as a tonic for gin.



Created with less quinine and the addition of herbs 
sourced on ingredient hunting trips to the 

Mediterranean, Fever-Tree Mediterranean tonic adds the 
aroma and flavour of rosemary, lemon-thyme and 

geranium, a perfect mixer for citrus or herbaceous gins.

PERFECTLY PAIRED WITH
FEVER-TREE MEDITERRANEAN TONIC WATER

citrus and
herbaceous gins

BLUE MONKEY GIN
A delightfully hand-crafted gin. Infused with 11 
Botanicals sourced from all around the world.

Garnished with lime.

BLUE MONKEY MANGO AND PASSIONFRUIT GIN
An infusion of exotic mango and passionfruit gives
a fun fruity gin, and takes your thoughts to a 

warm faraway place.
Garnished with pink grapefruit. 

BOË SCOTTISH BRAMBLE GIN
A high class gin, characteristically citrus with 

extraordinary balance and smoothness.
Garnished with blackberries.

MASONS LAVENDER EDITION
Dry lavender notes upon the nose, creating a 

rather soft and subtle experience, followed by a 
slight fennel aroma.

Garnished with lime zest.

MONKEY 47
47 botanicals make for an unrivalled complexity. 

Crisp with a sweet floral aroma.
Garnished with grapefruit zest.

TANQUERAY No.TEN GIN
Named after the "Tiny Ten" still, camomile

flowers and fresh citrus fruits are added to the 
original Tanqueray recipe.

Garnished with a slice of pink grapefruit.



Created with less quinine and the addition of herbs 
sourced on ingredient hunting trips to the 

Mediterranean, Fever-Tree Mediterranean tonic adds the 
aroma and flavour of rosemary, lemon-thyme and 

geranium, a perfect mixer for citrus or herbaceous gins.

PERFECTLY PAIRED WITH
FEVER-TREE MEDITERRANEAN TONIC WATER

citrus and
herbaceous gins

TANQUERAY RANGPUR GIN
Rangpur lime is more like a lemon crossed with a 
mandarin. This is a soft, New Western style gin 

that is perfect for something fruitier.
Garnished with lime and ginger.

TINY REBEL CWTCH GIN
Heaps of citrus peel delivers its signature note, 

with a smooth and cool finish.
Garnished with a slice of pineapple.

WARNER EDWARDS ELDERFLOWER GIN
Sweet notes of elderflower are gently enhanced

with a crisp juniper hit.
Garnished with lime.

WHITLEY NEILL BLOOD ORANGE GIN
A refreshing, intense orange aroma, with hints of 

liquorice and coriander.
Garnished with orange.

WHITLEY NEILL GIN
Smooth with rich juniper and citrus combined with 

notes of potpourri and exotic spice.
Garnished with orange.

WHITLEY NEILL RHUBARB & GINGER GIN
Subtly tart with clear rhubarb influence.
A twist of orange sweetness and herbaceous 
coriander brings balance to the palate.

Garnished with orange.

UNICORN TEARS BLACK GIN
Juniper-driven and citrusy, with indulgent sweetness 
and flavours of candied orange, herbs and spice.

Garnished with an orange slice. 



fresh and
floral gins

Made using Elderflowers sourced from Gloucestershire 
hedgerows, hand-picked after dusk when the region is 

in full bloom. The flavour extraction begins within 
hours of picking, to ensure none of the delicate floral 
flavour is lost. Soft bitterness and floral notes create 

the perfect mixer for fresh and floral gins.

PERFECTLY PAIRED WITH FEVER-TREE
ELDERFLOWER TONIC WATER

ADNAMS
COPPER HOUSE GIN

Classically charged with juniper,
floral and citrus notes.
Garnished with orange.

ADNAMS
COPPER HOUSE PINK GIN

Made with Adnams award-winning Copper House Dry 
Gin with a dash of raspberry.

Garnished with a sprig of mint and raspberry.

BLOOM GIN
Delicate notes of chamomile and honeysuckle.

Garnished with apple, lime and mint.

BLUE MONKEY
BLUE TO VIOLET GIN

An inky blue gin which changes colour to a
subtle violet on the addition of tonic, with a 

hint of parma violet and lavender.
Garnished with strawberry.

EDINBURGH GIN
ELDERFLOWER LIQUEUR

A delightful floral character emanates from this 
liqueur - clean with a pleasing dryness.

Garnished with mint and lime.

HENDRICK'S GIN
Delightfully infused with cucumber and rose petal.

Garnished with a slice of cucumber.



KING OF SOHO
VARIORUM GIN

Strawberries and cream give way to a

subtle floral tone on the finish with a

pronounced tang of grapefruit.

Garnished with strawberry.

PHIPPS
OPAL GIN 

Created using 18 botanicals and infused with blue 

butterfly pea flowers and pink rose petals.

Garnished with rose petals.

WARNER EDWARDS
HONEYBEE GIN

A floral and zesty gin infused with honey for a 

luscious sweet finish.

Garnished with a lemon twist.

WHITLEY NEILL
PARMA VIOLET GIN

Bright vibrant flavours of juniper followed by a 

herbaceous floral note from the Violet.

Garnished with strawberry.

WHITLEY NEILL
RASPBERRY GIN

An invigorating tartness from Scottish 

raspberries, complemented perfectly by

undertones of liquorice and coriander.

Garnished with raspberries.

fresh and
floral gins

Made using Elderflowers sourced from Gloucestershire 
hedgerows, hand-picked after dusk when the region is 

in full bloom. The flavour extraction begins within 
hours of picking, to ensure none of the delicate floral 
flavour is lost. Soft bitterness and floral notes create 

the perfect mixer for fresh and floral gins.

PERFECTLY PAIRED WITH FEVER-TREE
ELDERFLOWER TONIC WATER



juniper rich
and robust gins

Pink in colour like spring blossoms, offering an 
aromatic blend of quinine and angostura bark, 

with gentle spices of cinnamon, cassia, 
pimento berry and subtle fresh citrus. Perfect 
flavours for mellowing gins of a higher ABV.

PERFECTLY PAIRED WITH FEVER-TREE
AROMATIC TONIC WATER

ADNAMS RISING SUN GIN
This gin is very refreshing and full of

aromatic flavours.
Garnished with ginger and lime zest.

KING OF SOHO GIN
Predominantly juniper with a cinnamon finish.

Garnished with orange.

PHIPPS OAK AGED GIN
Oak, vanilla and caramel, give way to a
strong spice and piney juniper with a

touch of Pepper.
Garnished with a twist of orange.

TANQUERAY FLOR DE SEVILLA GIN
Crisp juniper and zesty Seville orange, 

supported further by orange blossom, vanilla 
and allspice.

Garnished with an orange wheel.

TANQUERAY LONDON DRY GIN
Clear and poignant juniper aromas with

a light spice.
Garnished with a lemon twist.

WARNER EDWARDS HARRINGTON DRY GIN
Creamy and junipery with notes of

acacia blossom.
Garnished with a lemon twist.

ZYMURGORIUM TURKISH DELIGHT GIN
Floral and aromatic gin liqueur with hints

of rose petal, mint and juniper.
Garnished with mint.



sloe and
sweeter gins

PERFECTLY PAIRED WITH FEVER-TREE
SICILIAN LEMON TONIC WATER

BAKEWELL CHERRY AND ALMOND GIN
Classic notes of juniper alongside, cubeb,
cardamom, sweet gale, hibiscus flowers and

of course cherry and almond.
Garnished with a cherry.

BLUE MONKEY SUMMER BERRIES GIN
Blue Monkey classic London Dry with a
rich infusion of summer berries to

create a seasonal, fruity gin.
Garnished with berries 

BOË PEACH & HIBISCUS GIN
The tanginess and berry-rich flavour of 
Hibiscus combines perfectly with fresh 

peaches, to give a delightful fruity and 
flowery aroma and taste.
Garnished with peach.

BOODLES MULBERRY GIN
Inspired by the traditional sloe gin liqueur, 
Boodles Mulberry is a fresh interpretation

of a British classic.
Garnished with lemon.

EDINBURGH GIN RASPBERRY LIQUEUR
Raspberry Infused Edinburgh Gin is made from 
a traditional family recipe using locally

sourced Perthshire raspberries.
Garnished with lime.

EDINBURGH PLUM & VANILLA
Deep plum colour with intense plum flavours

and creamy vanilla aftertaste.
Garnished with lemon.

Made with the finest Sicilian Lemons sourced 
from the sides of Mount Etna, using the 

'sfumatrice' essential oil extraction method, 
Fever-Tree Sicilian Lemon Tonic is a 

sophisticated take on a classic Bitter Lemon. 



MARULA POMEGRANATE GIN
A sultry, soft and accessible gin with a soft

pink appearance.
Garnished with pomegranate.

TINY REBEL CLWB GIN
Bold tropical flavours creating a fruitful gin.

Garnished with a slice of lemon.

TWO BIRDS OLD TOM GIN
Sweeter with a more complex, rooty profile 

than a london dry.
Garnished with lemon.

TWO BIRDS SLOE GIN
Sweet, delicate and made from hand-picked 

sloes, this gin captures the essence of the 
English countryside.

Garnished with lemon and berries.

TWO BIRDS STRAWBERRY & VANILLA
Sweet summer berry notes at up-front and 

zesty, though well balanced by creamy vanilla 
and a generous pinch of black pepper.

Garnished with a strawberry.

WARNER EDWARDS SLOE GIN
An exceptionally fruity sloe gin with a 

beautifully sweet bite.
Garnished with a lemon wedge.

ZYMURGORIUM
STRAWBERRY & A TRIO OF MINT GIN LIQUER

No less than 50% pressed strawberry fruit per 
bottle, tastefully combined with a touch of 

three different types of mint.
Garnished with a lemon twist.

sloe and
sweeter gins

PERFECTLY PAIRED WITH FEVER-TREE
SICILIAN LEMON TONIC WATER

Made with the finest Sicilian Lemons sourced 
from the sides of Mount Etna, using the 

'sfumatrice' essential oil extraction method, 
Fever-Tree Sicilian Lemon Tonic is a 

sophisticated take on a classic Bitter Lemon. 



ginger serves
PERFECTLY PAIRED WITH FEVER-TREE

GINGER ALE

BLUE MONKEY RHUBARB AND CUSTARD GIN
An infusion of handpicked Yorkshire rhubarb 

and delicate vanilla provide a combination of 
traditional childhood flavours.
Garnished with fresh rhubarb.

BLUE MONKEY SALTED CARMEL GIN
A modern creation based on Blue Monkey

London Dry gin, with the addition of creamy
caramel and just a hint of sea salt.

Garnished with orange.

EDINBURGH GIN RHUBARB & GINGER LIQUEUR
A delightful liqueur from the Edinburgh Gin 
company infused with rhubarb and ginger.

Garnished with ginger and lemon.

ELEPHANT GIN
Red herbal middle with a zingy

cinnamon spice finish.
Garnished with orange and black pepper.

PEAKY BLINDERS SPICED GIN
Over a century's worth of knowledge and 

passion has led the family to create this 
bold, small batch, handcrafted spiced gin, 
blended with exotic spices and botanicals.

Garnished with a lime wedge.

PHIPPS RHUBARB GIN
An honest and natural infusion of carefully

cropped and diced rhubarb stalks with a
little honey and lemon.
Garnished with lemon.

WARNER EDWARDS RHUBARB GIN
A big hit of rhubarb, soft citrus, pecans and 
caramel. This could easily be a sipping gin 

served ice cold.
Garnished with rhubarb.

By using a unique blend of three naturally sourced 
gingers and subtle botanical flavours, Fever-Tree 

Ginger Ale offers an authentic, refreshing taste and 
aroma. Perfectly balanced to enhance the flavour 

notes of certain gins, as well as whiskies and rums.



Prosecco Pimm’s Cocktail £9.95

London road Mojito £4.95

London Road Singapore Sling £4.95

London Road Cosmopolitan £4.95

PREMIUM INDIAN TONIC WATER
Uniquely fresh tasting with subtle and 

supportive citrus notes that are perfectly 
balanced by naturally sourced quinine.

REFRESHINGLY LIGHT TONIC WATER
By using fruit sugars, Fever-Tree have 

created a naturally sourced, low calorie 
tonic with 46% fewer calories.

ELDERFLOWER TONIC WATER
Soft, subtle flavours of freshly handpicked 
elderflower give a perfect balance to the 

tonic's natural quinine.

MEDITERRANEAN TONIC WATER
By using rosemary and lemon-thyme from the 
shores of Provence, Fever-Tree have created 

a unique tonic with a delicately sweet 
herbaceous taste.

SICILIAN LEMON TONIC WATER
Made with only the finest Sicilian lemons, 
using the 'sfumatrice' extraction method to 

produce a refreshing citrus taste. 

AROMATIC TONIC WATER
Made using South American angostura bark, 

perfectly balanced with sweet, spicy notes of 
cardamom, ginger, vanilla and pimento berry.

GINGER ALE
Made with a blend of three rare and unique 

gingers to give an incredibly aromatic 
ginger ale.

FEVER-TREE MIXERS

cocktails



www.fever-tree.com

@fevertreemixers fevertreemixers FeverTreeMixers


